Help increase flight safety and reduce risk

With eFOQA from GE Aviation’s Digital Group – a flight operations quality assurance service designed for airlines

eFOQA helps airlines improve safety and reduce carbon emissions. With fully automated data quality checks and error correction, airlines get better insights faster with less human intervention. Our Safety Dashboard and optional FlightPulse® pilot app let your team cut through the noise and be more effective by focusing on what matters most—operating safely. And eFOQA takes safety a step further by including fuel efficiency analytics to help operators fly both safely and efficiently, identifying savings opportunities and quantifying the results.

eFOQA utilizes GE’s Event Measurement System to gather, cleanse, and process data to find solutions. It integrates disparate sources and analyzes data to extract valuable operational insights.

Through the use of airline-specific and pilot individualized historical data, FlightPulse allows pilots to access operational information and data like never before.

It will enable pilots to operate safely and efficiently while empowering them to make more informed decisions.
Features

- Cloud-based
- Automated full-flight data processing system
- Industry leading flight safety analytics library

Support

- Automatic updates
- Web-based customer support
- Additional support tiers available

On-boarding

- Customized per-user security and data access privileges
- Full configuration of your aircraft fleet and threshold customization
- Bespoke training options

Why choose eFOQA?

Expert data and analysis

Track and monitor safety performance

- Get clean, accurate data with fewer false positives and higher confidence in the results
- GE experts cleanse, process, and analyze data on your behalf
- Participate in industry studies and presentations on the forefront of advancing safety
- Control how and where data flows throughout your organization

The insights you need to improve safety and reduce risk

Optimize practices and processes to minimize safety events

- Get alerts only on relevant information to improve safety
- Easily compare and analyze multiple flights at once
- Tailor your policies and training programs to reduce safety events
- Leverage leaders in your field for consultation and support

Schedule a demo today.

www.geaviation.com/digital/flightpulse